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Of all sad words of
tongue or pen, the
saddest are these:

Without a hurt. the
heart is hollow . . .
the Fantasticks

"It
might
been."

Volume VI-Number 6

NEW ARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY
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DUMONT, HUGHES TO SPEAK ON CAMPU&
Leadership Group Frosh Program
Plans Workshop Student's Role
For Participants Oriented To
Elections Near

The first follow-up activity
to the Sixth Annual Student
Organization Leadership Conference is scheduled for Saturday,November 6, 1965, from
10:00 A .M . to 5:00 P.M. Sixtynine students who attended the
conference in September, in
addition to the students who
attended the 1964 conference,
have received invitations to
the workshop.
Dr. Saul Pilnick, Executive
Director of Essexfields a n d
Director of the 1965 Leadership Conference, is working
with the committee in pl anning t he Novem ber 6th session. Students w ill meet with
the same training groups with
whom they partici pated at
Ca m p H idden Valley from Septe mber 8-12. Additio nal groups
will be fo r med for the 1964 partic ipants.
E valua tion of the 1965 conference is still in progress.
Miu 1'.:.inaa Pollack.
Qt the
Newark State College Counseling Office , is compiling evaluation forms. Se vera l meetings
were held in consideration of
future conf erences and a yearround progr am which w o u 1 d
serve to emphasize the practical applicatio ns of the conference experience.
Newark State's Leaders hip
P rogram has received n ationa l recognition. The National
Student Associat ion, Washington, has requested a full report of the leadership training system. An article noting
appreciation to the Newark
State faculty and students for
their participation in a "Conflict
Resolution"
workshop
held last December 5 is due to
appear in a national psychology journal.
The Leadership Conference
Committee will appear before
the Finance Board of the Student Organization to request
!unds for the year-round training program which will begin
at the November 6th workshop. They will petition f o r
additional funds in order to
participate in the Leadership
Conference of Trenton S t a t e
College to be held the weekend
of November 18th.
Ed Dragen, co-ordinator of
the Trenton program, reported that the Student Organization of Trenton State will bear
half the cost of sending three
Newark State students to the
conference
in
Blairstown.
P ending acceptance by the Fin ance Board, the three students' names will be announced by the l eadership committee of this college.
The committee has requested that all former conference
p articip ants be reminded to
complete their questionnaires
a nd return them to Chris Piontek, mailbox 462.

Free Speech Issue
Debate At Seton Hall

Candiates To
Present Vie,vs
On Education

Approximately 2000 students at Seton Hall University witnessed
Governor Richard J. Hughes
a debate between Governor Hughes and Senator Wayne Dumont and Senator Wayne Dumont,
on Friday, October 15.
Jr., will be guests of the GraAt one point during the debate. which was centered around the
duate Student Association and
free speech issue, Hughes accused Dumont of playing "vam- President Eugene G. Wilkbs
"An investment of f o u r
pir~ politics." This was in rebuttal to an accusation by Dumont in of Newark State College, next
hours taught me more about
which he stated that Hughes was using the "lowest, dirlirest,
week.
the various organizations at most contemptible tactics ev- - Newark State than many stu- er used by a responsible candiThe
gubernatorial
candi"A vampire hves by sucking
dents will learn the e n t i r e date for governor.'·
the blood of others. By saying dates have been invited to give
freshman year." The precedI am doing that is utterly con- their views on higher educaA topic of primary conc<!rn, temptible. Is there no limit to tion in New Jersey. Senator
ing was a quote taken from a
form evaluating the orienta- and one which could be seen the depths lo which you are Dumont will appear Tuesday,
tion program for freshmen as basic to the accusations of willing to sink? Does your October 26, at 8 p.m. Governor
which took place on Thursday, both candidates, was the con- $35,000 salary mean that much Hughes will appear Friday,
October 14 in the College Cen- troversy over the remarks to you? I wouldn't accuse a
October 29, at 7 p.m.
made by Rutger's Professor fellow man of that for $135,000
ter.
Both appearances, open to
Eugene Genovese, who stated
the public, will be conducted
The program consisted of a t a R utger's teach-in that h e or $135,000,000."
general sessions and seminars "welcomed the impending Viet
Dumont dema nds the dismis- in t he Lit Ue Theater. T here
which wer e designed t o ac- Cong victory in Vietnam." It sal of Genovese. The senator will be a reception, to which
members of the audience are
qua int fr esh man with the Stu- was in r ega rd to this issue that stated that academic fr e<!dom
dent Orga nization a nd campus Hughes m ade his com ment "doesn't belong to those w h o invited, for each candidate folissues both a t this college a nd a bout Dumont's tactics, stat- u se it as a weapon of propa- lowing presentation of his
views.
on the national level.
in g that " by using his own ganda, or to unde rmine t h e
On th e issue of taxation fo
During the opening session, little political ga in, by us ing freedom of this count r y or a
Bill Vesey, Junior Class presi- the individua l tragedies o f devic e to give aid a nd com- New J er sey, Dumon t has proposed a 3 percen t sales tax.
dent explained the duties of young men in Vietna m in wha t
Hughes feels that a state ineach of the student organiza- can only be called a kind of fort to our e n~mies ."
come tax would be most eq uition and class otlicers.
Hughes declared that as to
vampire politics, my opponent
table. On the Genovese c &- ,
~
~Ped
a
P..wdQr.a'.;;;
box
wh.t
-te.ac}lers
sa,v
in
Duriaa hie •••••"'• -w-a.ao b
followed, Frank Nero, student for the extrem.lsts of the state iversltles the line sho!u~~-~~,...H"u•g•h•e• s-a•n•d.,..d•e• m
- a•n""d•e..d_t._h_e.._r...e.._.:::;;;;;;tj
organization vice - president and the na tion."
drawn "right whe re t he Con- m oval of Genovese from t h e
stated the purposes of the proSaid Dumont, " This is one stitution draws the line. We Rutge rs University faculty.
gram and expressed the deTwo months ago the polls
sire that "t h e s e seminars of the most despicable efforts have la ws aga inst t reason and
could be continued throughout ever made in the state t o sedition. We have cour ts to en- showed Dumont to be losing
the ye ar."
sme a r a c andidate for public force the m . We have the F .B . only 54/46 percent to H ughes.
On education, the Democra(Continued on Page 6)
office .
I. "
t ic candidate has stated, "I am
dete r mined to build a first
class educational system for
New J ersey. I believe that if
we in New Jersey do not make
the effort r equired to provide
adequate
educational
and
teaching facilities our young
people will bt> the losers."

Preview:

Weekend In Shangri.:.La ''

"A Weekend in Shangri-La"
is the theme of Fall Weekend,
scheduled for October 29, 30,
and 31.

be presentd to the winner at
a semi-formal dance, scheduled for Saturday evening.

DRAGONANNY

The semi-formal dance, featuring the Ray Block Orchestra (responsible for Jackie
Gleason's
traveling music),
will be held in the Main Dining Room, 9 to I a.m. T h e
Main Dining Room will be decorated to represent the Tokyo

A pep rally and a bon fire
have been planned for Friday,
October 29, between 8 and 9
p.m. at D'Angola Field. Following the rally a Dragonanny, featuring the Grymes H ill
Singers from Staten Island,
will be held in the Little Theater, 9 to 11 p .m. A dragon called Al-I rgnahs, mascot fo rthe
weekend, will also be present
at the Dragonanny.
SOCCER AND KITES
A soccer game between Newark State College and J ersey
City State College will be played on Saturday morning, October 30, 10:00 a.m. in D'Angola Field. D uring half time
the Inter-Fraternity and Sorority Council will participate in
an Orienta l Kite Contest.
The kites, each displaying
the name of the sorority or fraternity, will be judged on aerodynamics, or iginality of design, and applicability to the
theme of the weekend. Th ree
judges, yet to be announced,
w ill award a rotating trophy to
the winner. The trophy is to

SEMI-FORMAL DANCE

,
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'
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Bay area. The Hex Room will
be transformed into the Den
of the Golden Dragon and the
Sloan Lounge will be a Den of
Solitude. The kites that were
flown in the afternoon will be
used :is decorations in the College Center. All the decorations are being made with the
professional consultation of

r,~

(Continued on page 7)
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The Bitter End Singers
Sam Asbilowsk i pursues his s hot in the Paterson g ame.
Bas ketball candidates listen to Coach Sullivan's instructions,

Dumont, the Republican candidate has declared on the educational issue, "For the past
14 years as a State Senator, I
have consistently demonstrated my whole-hearted support
of legislative measures t h a t
have improved and advanced
the cause of education a n d
teachers.
.As Governor, I
would continue my efforts for
all the added power and prestige afforded by New Jersey's
highest office."
Control of the sale of guns
is -another area in which the
carn;Udates differ. Dumont has
stat~ .that he is thoroughly
opposed to what he called the
too restrictive control law pro·
posed by Governor Hughes and
Attorney General Arthur J.
Sills. The proposed law required the registration of rifles and
shotguns. However, the bill as
it finally appeared lacked this
provision for registration. The
proposal as it now reads, forbids the sale of firearms to exconvicts, the mentally ill, narcotics addicts, and subversives.
Dumont opposed this proposal as it now stands because ,in
his opinion, it "curbs the constitutional right to b e a r
arms."

THE
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CAUSE CELEBRE
One of the more controversial campaign issues in
the 1965 gubernatorial election is the Genovese Case.
W e see no reason to reiterate the story; however, we
feel it necessary to clarify a point. The issue is one
of academic freedom, one in which politicians should
not be involved.
The only motive for the sensational use of academic
freedom as an issue can be to divert the publc's attenton from the crises higher education is facing in New
Jersey. The candidates would rather debate the issue
of academic freedom than make positive statements on
providing a forum for the practice of academic freedom. Need we add that both candidates have neglected
all other issues in the state.

Ji
Sound and Fury
J;
l\.~.:i. <~~~:::.::::r•F~V:-¢\~'"'wt:•;~~"1~::--...~~~..t-:r::'"❖~mv=•mw<-:;::::::_-:;::.-.:,··•1..w•;1-:;::w---:-::::--:)~•....................&t::r-•❖•.-.w,:?MY·:~••·••7•:-•t•··--·•~:~:;•7 g ·:r-;v ·::.-~::=:..;:,;:~....-)<> ·<
Hazino-c

manner.
Governor Hughes has also refused to commit himself on the issue of higher education. Yes, we too are
aware that a crisis exists. What is the State going to
do about it? This question remains unanswered.
:'-rext week both the candidates will be on campus to
present their "views" on higher education. We ask
your support of this program. There may still be a
hope that the candidates will maturely face the unand address

themselves to the

real issues.
*demagogue: a leader who uses the passions or prejudices of the populace for his own interests.

INDEPENDENT
The opinions expressed in signed columns or this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the opin ions or the editor~. Nor Is anything
printed in this paper unless directly noted as such, lo be taken as
official policy or opinion o[ the college.

Editor-in-Chief
PAUL J . MINARCHENKO
Raymond Torc·lla
Business Manage,,:

Published every Thursday o[ the academic year. Deadline !or
material is the Friday prior to publication.
Office-Colle ge Center

Pho ne: 28!1-4550 11·2·3)
Member Unite d States Student P ress A s sociation

Next Week in the Independent
Gubernatorial candidates speak on
rampu
Dumont, Hughe come to
1

Fall Weekend previ ewed ...
Independent poll tudent opuuon
of Genovc e Case ...
Fro b Elections told ...

Candidate

Handy Bos ervce - Why
was it discontinued?

gam

To the Editor:

Now that the debris a n d
chaos of hazing has cleared
away, I would like to present
an idea for hazing which
should satisfy those who like
the idea and those who don't.
By all means, set up rules for
hazing, but make it entirely
clear to all concerned that if
Freshmen wish to participatz
they may and if they do n o t
with to participate, they do not
have to.
Since there is no authority
to make Freshmen participate
and since some may want to
and some may not, this seems
to be a fair a nd equitable proposition.
Robert Postman
EDITOR'S NOTE: We refer
Mr. Postman to the Council

Primitivism-Why Not?

Senator Dumont has especially gone ou t of his way
to use the Genovese issue as a political tool. It is, of
course, fitting for a demagogue* to campaign n this

Ed Coyle
Managing Editor

October 21. 1965
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EDITORIAL

sn.~wered question

INDEPENDENT

by Winnie Dolinich
Steel girders
bind
together
strength
and
gritof
power-formed
modes-and
he
studieSmind
searching
matter
for

some
"nth
mode"through
logic,
logs,
and
topics
of
reason
sits hemachines
and
matter
and
man
a

consolidate corner
of
his worldTalionale,
theorem,
proof,
logic,
logic,
logiche must thinkand
through
thought
build
a

new
spic-n-span
steel
girder
stronger
and
more
power-formedand
then
must
use
logic,
logic,
logic

to
improve
it. . .
"Did you see that happy
little monkey dancing
to the tune of the
organ-grinder?"

story on page one of the October 7, 1965 issue of the I NDEPENDENT. At the Octobe r 1 meeting of Council a resolution was passed r eaffirming
the point that hazing is voluntary and that no one is "forced" to participate.

A Long Wait
To the Editor:

We four members of t h e
Freshmen class would like to
express our gratitude for the
wonderful
and memorable

time the sophomore showed us
during the three days of hazing. We all had a good time
and hazing gave us the opportunity to not only meet members of our class, but upperclassmen as well.
We are looking forward to
next year when we will be able
to welcome the incoming class
of freshmen.
Sue J arvis '69
Judy Steinberger '69
Arlene Music '69
Kathy Lyfko '69

THE NEED TO ADJUST
by Ed Schwaxtz
(CPS) Students a re often urged to "adjust."
With the collapse last year of the educational philsophy of an
entire decade at Berkeley and elsewhere, coJJege administrators
are going to have a few adjustment pTOblems of their own. Higher education has changed. It is no longer a savored luxery of the
elite, as it may have been 25 years ago. Nor is it the protracted
guidebook for technocrats encouraged in the '50's. The numerous
popular attacks on specialization have succeeded sufficiently so
that even students are beginning to value liberal arts in the classroom and open discussion outside of it. This has come as a shock
to those accustomed to the
complacence
of
the "ivory that student's involvement in
tower intellectual" for whom a
policy isequally necessary to
university was little more than
develop "qualities of citizena lab, a library, a classroom,
and a bunk. It's time t h e y
ship" and that student action
i n local communities is a derecovered.
sirable adjunct to courses i n
In the days of elite education, there would have been the social sciences, the same
some merit to the administra- administrators will revert to
tive contention that powerful the elitist argument that •·edus tudent governments or vocal cation should be confined t o
undergraduate political organ- the classroom - you have no
izations were not an essential
part of a campus. Learning business doing any of t h e s e
things."
was pursued either "for it;;
own sake " or for a job. Even

today, Dean Griswold of Harvard Law School could boast
to a group of Oberlin alumni
that "our students are t o o
busy worrying about torts to
get concerned about 'their role
in the decision - making process'."
His was the clearest
statement of what I would call
the "our Negroes are happy"
school of college administrators.
Griswold, however, presides
over one of the last stn>ngholds
of the elite. The relationship
between the law sudent and
the university is vertical. He
has no social rules. He is not
expected lo "develop as a
whole man , "
although he
might. Chances are that h e
has his own apartment a n d
lives independent of university
facilities, except those which
relate to his study of law. His
concern with univeTsity deeson - making merely reflects
the university's unwillingness
to make any decisions for him.
Undergraduate schools do
not benefit from such laissezfaire policies. They boast large
progr-ams of extra-curricular
activities lo develop qualities
of citizenship. They strive lo
uphold the moral standards of
those enrolled. They may require that a student live in a
college dorm, eat in a college
dining hall, and obey a long
list of college rules reprinted
in a college handbook or tacked on a college wall. T h e y
may hire psychologists, special counselors, administrators
of extra - curricular activities,
even social directors. By their
own admission, classroom education is only one part of their
relationship to the student.
When an undergraduate accepts this premise, however,

If I

were a rabid 1ertisi, I

would brand such sophistry as
a glaring
example of Establishment hypocrisy. So as
notto impugn motives, I would
suggest that it represents an
unwitting contradiction.

I do not object to a university which seeks to provide extra - curricular as well as
classroom programs for its
students. Indeed, as higher education is made available lo
large numbers and as course
material replaces vocational
training with "broad levelopment," opportunities for action
will be necessary for students
through participation. But a
university cannot confuse development with indoctrination,
participation
with manpulation, and expect a
person
trained in critical thought to
accept. The student need only
examine Napoleon's system of
non - represented government
to evaluate the political position of his..student govcTnment.
A quick hilake of Socrates'
"Apology" should. provide him
an incentive for honest expression. And then there's th a t
messy business of civil rightso
Therefore, the administrator
must adjust. If he wants the
American campus to become a
laboratory for the "leaders of
tomorrow," he must create a
campus community in which
qualities of leadership can be
developed - one which guarantees that a student opinion
has some chance of implementation and which enables a student politico to work in th e
"real world" with the university's blessings. Otherwise, the
administrator
will discover
that the student has learned
his lessons too well.
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BOO TERS DUMP PETERS; DROP THRILLER TO PSC
Team Effort Beats St.s 4-2 Paterson Squeezes By NSC 2-1 in Overtime
Monday October 11, saw St. Peters College become New_ark
State College's second soccer victim in five games. The Squ1:es
elevated their r ecord to two wins and th ree losses by dumping
the Petreans 4-2.
N.S.C. opened up the scori ng early in the fi rst period, as the
biggest little Squire, John Berardo con verted a J ohn Gluck
pass into his second goal of
the season.

Last Thursdav the: Newark State Squires dropped their second double overtime heartbreaker,
2-1 to Paterson State. Alth-ough hampered by injuries to key players Bill Gargiles and Sam Sabilo;ski, N.S.C. played a game.· that at times could be called ou tstanding. At other times it could be
said that they were a little less than great.
The Squires did open the scoring in the second quartE·r as Bill Grier made it look easy on a
penalty kick. It was Bill's
third goal, his second as a result of the other team's generosity.
T he group in black and orange quickly took a d vantage of
N.S.C.'s physical l aziness and
proce~dt.-d to bang one through.
ed by h er lieutenant, Ela ine
The game r emained d e a dlocked for the remainder, despite near misses on the part
of both squads.
P erhaps the closest call to
putting the ball in the nets
came in the third period. Paul
Minarchenko shot from about
fifteen yards out, but the ball
hit the crossbar and bounced
straight down. P aul's momentum carried him into the Paterson goalie, leaving the
P .S.C. nets unattended for a t
least a minute. But the Squire
luck held true, and N .S.C. failed to score.

The Jersey City team took
advantage of sluggish play on
the part of the Squiremen and
controlled the ball for the rest
of the half. However, Peter's
could only manage to tie the
s core at one up before intermission. The goal came on a
penalty kick.
Th e second half was a different story. The old Squire
hustle and hard play returned
and it beca me evident t h a t
St. P eter's cou ld not keep up
the pace. John Gluck ban ged
one through the nets on a pass
from Phil Heery , and M a n ny Barbas dumped one in the
nets unass isted.
The Newark booters then
seemed to slack off and Peters quickly closed in and scored to make it 3-2. But B i 1 1
Grier put the game out o f
reach with an amazing sixty
yard goal, to make the score
4-2.

W.R.A. Gal-ery
by Terry Urban

He's Coming! Rickey Holden, that's who. On Friday, October 22, the W.R.A. will sponsor its first square dance for
the year. It will be held from
7:30 to 11:00 in the Main Dining Room. The caller will be
Rickey Holden.
Rickey Holden is the world 's
most widely travelled professional square dance and folk
dance leader. On four international tours since 1957, he has
visited 60 countries on f i v e
continents, leading folk dancing and square dancing in almost all of these countries.
Best known in North America as a Western Square Dance
caller - he h as calle d on tour
- in 47 states, including Hawaii
and Alaska in every one of the
10 provinces of Canada, Caribbean and all Centra l American
countries. He has a lso written
four books on thi s s pec ialized
s ubject. The lates t , Instant
Hash (co-authore d by Lloyd
Litma n ) , is the most advanced
test available
on
modern
square dancing.
On a r ecent world tour he
has taught internationa l folk
dancing directly to over 38,000
individuals in 26 different countries of As ia, s timulating and
consulting on organization and
participation in this recreation
activity. During his tow·, his
books have been translated into Japanese, Korean, Chinese,
Bengali, Hindu, and Persian.
On Thursday, October 14th,
thirteen N.S.C. girls travelled
to Douglass College for archery and tennis. Six girls, Alexis Fisher, Jeanette Henderson,
Carol Kaiser, Louise Schmidt,
Sientje Stanowikz and Terry
Szymanski participated i n an
Archery Playday. N.S.C . WON
the a rchery playday by 70
points.

Squire Statistics
One little, two little, three little Squires . . . twenty four little
Squire~ in all. Twenty-four little, twenty-three little, twenty-two
little Squires.. .fourteen little Squires is all.
What am I babbling about? Newark State's Soccer tea m s descent in numbers. Doc Errington's troops are dwindling so rapidly,
they're down to next tu nothing. It's getting so bad it's like the
disappearance of ciga r ettes in the College Center. Some you give
to other people (some guys got jobs and even worse, books), some
are taken by friends or should I say fiends (I wouldn't even tell
you how many guys are injured), and some are left to you (our
fourteen Ii ttle Squires).
Never before had the Squires a roster of twenty-four men. It
was astonishing, and o are they amazing. But never before did
more than seventy people attend a game. Never before did our
pretty cheerleaders come to games and never before we re there
bleachers.
And as amazing as the supporters are the player s. Already
they have won two games. Already have they almost tripled last
year's total goal output. Already Bill Grie r and John Gluck
have e qualled the 1964 team 's goal output. Already the Squires
have forced two forminable opponents into overtimes. Already
we have seen the opposition bleed (that's the best of all) , but
this year they're bleeding more and liking it less because the
1965 Squires are truly "Amazin."

John Gluck
Bill Grier
John Berardo
Steve Freidman
Bill Abrams
Gene Mandzy
Manny Barbas
Bill Sacchetto
Phil Heery

GAT
3 1 7

3 0 6
1 2
1 0

4
2

1 0 2
1
1
0
0

0
0
2

2
2
2
2 2

11

7

0

Composite Record

NSC 3
NSC O
NSC 3
NSC O
NSC 4
NSC 1

Shelton 0
Drew 7
Monmouth 4 (dbl OT)
Glassboro 5
S t. Peters 2
P aterson St. 2 (dbl OT)

THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE

Thurs. -Maris College .. .. ..... H
Sat.-Bloomfield .......... ..

... A

Tues.-Rutgers So. Jersey .... .. A
Thurs.-Montclair S t. ...

.. A

Faculty,Stafi
Alumni,Free
SwimFridays
Following are the free swim
hours. They no longer will be
listed in the weekly schedule
of events.
Monday, 12-1, 1-2
Tuesday, 12-1, 2-3, 4-5
Wednesday, 1-2, 3-4
Thursday, 12-1
Friday, 10-11, 1-2
Al so, faculty and staff are
invited to bring their families
for a swim Fridays 7-9 p.m.
Alumni and families a I s o
swim at that time. Just bring
towels and suits, a ll else is provided. Children are welcome
too. Just remember - parents
must provide adequate supervision. Mr. Wolfgang Karbe is
faculty supervisor of the evening swim.

Watch For
Squire Statistics
Each Week in Ind.

Paterson dominated the overtime and maintained a constant barrage at Newark's
goaly, Bob Cross. With 1 es s
than a minute to go in the overtime session, P .S.C. slipped
one through N.S.C.'s defense
for the margin of victory.

Cheerleaders

Announce
New Members
The results of the cheerleading try-outs of October 4, 1965
have been announced.
Headed by capt~in R i c k i
Grimaldi and lieutenant Ginny
Medwin the varsity squad inc ludes: Carole Autorino, Nancy Chipman, Mary Ann Cupido, Wendy Fisch, Carole Gagnon, Pam Graglia, Marilyn
Hamm, Barbara Knoff, Michele Long, Georgia Mazzio.
This year's junior var sity
captain is Carol Rossi, assistRispoli. The members of the
squad are: Maria n ne Catrambone, Adrienne Girard in, Marianne Haynack, Corliss Johnston , Kathy Kimak, Shirlee Mc
Cann and Judy Steinberger.
The girls have added soccer
to their list of cheering activities this year.

Home
Soccer
Game
Today
MARIST COLLEGE
3:30
Let's Be There

·-

Sullivan Holds First Cage Practice
Twenty - five men attended
Coach Bill Sulliva n's first basketball practice last Friday,
but only two of last year 's letter winners were on hand.
John McVey and J im Du Bois
were the only returning starters to go through the drills, but
Monday saw Tom Ziolokowski,
and Bob Palma take the court.
Also reporting for the workout were Dennis Chilokas and
Darryl Diggs. Chilokas is returning to the Squires after be-

ing out of school for two years.
Diggs, a form er letter w inne r,
did not complete the 64-65 season.
Ineligible cagers who are
whipping themselves into
shape are big Fred Boff and
and Carl Stafford. Stafford, a
starter last year, is no longer
in school, but hopes to return
second semester. Boff is a
transfer student who won't be
eligible until second semes ter.

Coming
Soon
INTRA GREEK
FOOTBALL
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EDITORIAL
CAUSE CELEBRE
One of the more controversial campaign issues in
the 1965 gubernatorial election is the Genovese Case.
We see no reason to reiterate the story; however, we
fee l it necessary to clarify a point. The issue is one
of academic freedom, one in which politicians should
not be involved.
The only motive for the sensational use of academic
freedom as an issue can be to divert the publc's attenton from the crises higher education is facing in New
Jersey. The candidates would rather debate the issue
of academic freedom than make positive statements on
providing a forum for the practice of academic freedom. Need we add that both candidates have neglected
all other issues in the state.

R~

manner.
Governor Hughes has also refused to commit himself on the issue of higher education. Yes, we too are
aware that a crisis exists. What is the State going to
do about it? This question remains u nanswered.
Next week both the candidates will be on campus to
present their "views" on higher education. We ask
your support of this program. There may still be a
hope that the candidates w ill matu rely face the unques tion

and address the m s elves

to the

real issues.
*demagogue: a leader who uses the passions or prejudices of the populace for his own interests.
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To the Editor :

Now that the debris a n d
chaos of hazing has cleared
away, I would like to present
an idea for hazing which
should satisfy those who like
the idea and those who don't.
By all means, set up rules for
hazing, but make it entirely
clear to all concerned that if
Freshmen wish to participat~
they may and if they do n o t
with to participate, they do not
have to.
Since there is no authority
to make Freshmen participate
and since some may want to
and some may not, this seems
to be a fair and equitable proposition.
Robert Postman
EDITOR'S NOTE: We refer
Mr. Postman to the Council

Primitivism-Why Not?
by Winnie Dolinich
Steel girders
bind
together
strength
and
gritof
power-formed
modesand
he
studiesmind
searching
maller
tor

some
"nth
mode"through
logic,
logs,
and
topics
of
reason
sits hemachines
and
matter
and
man
a

consolidate corner
of
his worldrationale,
theorem,
proof,
logic,
logic,
logiche must thinkand
through
thought
build
a

new
spic-n-span
steel
girder
stronger
and
more
power-formedand
then
must
use
logic,
logic,
logic

to
improve
it . . .

"Did you see that happy
little monkey dancing
to the tune of the
organ-grinder?"
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Hazing Again

Senator Dumont has especially gone out of his way
to use the Genovese issue as a political tool. It is, of
course, fitting for a demagogue* to campaign n this

amn ver e d
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story on page one of the October 7, 1965 issue of the INDEPENDENT. At the October 1 meeting of Council a resolution was passed reaffirming
the point that hazing is voluntary and that no one is "forced" to participate.

A Lon g Wait
To the Editor:
We four members of t h e
Freshmen class would like lo
express our gratitude for the
wonderful
and memorable

time the sophomore showed us
during the three days of hazing. We all had a good time
and hazing gave us the opportunity to not only meet members of our class, but upperclassmen as well.
We are looking forward to
next year when we will be able
to welcome the incoming class
of freshmen.
Sue Jarvis '69
Judy Steinberger '69
Arlene Music '69
Kathy Lyfko '69

THE NEED TO ADJUST
by Ed Schwartz

(CPS) Students are often urged to "adjust."
With the collapse last year of the educational philsophy of an
entire decade at Berkeley and elsewhere, college administrators
are going to have a few adjustment problems of their own. Higher education has changed. It is no longer a savored luxery of the
elite, as it may have been 25 years ago. Nor is it the protracted
guidebook for tt:-chnocrats encouraged in the '50's. The numerous
popular attacks on specialization have succeeded sufficiently so
that even students are beginning to value liberal arts in the classroom and open discussion outside of it. This has come as a shock
to those accustomed to the
complacence
of
the "ivory that student's involvement in
tower intellectual" for whom a policy isequally necessary to
university was little more than
develop "qualities of citizena lab, a library, a classroom,
and a bunk. It's time t h e y ship" and that student a ction
in local communities is a derecovered.
sirable adjunct to courses i n
In the days of elite education, there would have been the social sciences, the same
some merit to the administra- administrators will revert to
tive contention that powerful the elitist argument that "edustudent governments or vocal cation should be confined t o
undergraduate political organ- the classroom - you have no
izations were not an essential
part of a campus. Learning business doing any of t h e s e
was purs ued either "for i t s things. "
own sake" o r f or a job. Even
If l were a rabid leftist, l
today, Dean Griswold of Harwould brand such sophistry as
vard Law School could boast
example of Esto a group of Oberlin alumni a glaring
that "our students are t o o tablishment hypocrisy. So as
busy worrying about torts to notto impugn motives, I would
get concerned about 'their role suggest that it represents an
in the decision - making prounwitting contradiction.
cess'."
His was the clearest
statement of what I would call
I do not object to a uni verthe "our Negroes are happy" si ty which seeks to provide exschool of college administrattra - curricular as well as
ors.
classroom programs for its
Griswold, however, presides students. Indeed, as higher edover one of the last strongholds ucation is made available t o
of the elite. The relationship
between the law sudent and large numbers and as course
the university is vertical. He material replaces vocational
has no social rules. He is not training with "broad levelopexpected to "develop as a
ment, " opportunities for action
whole man , "
although he will be necessary for students
might. Chances are that h e
has his own apartment a n d through participation. But a
lives independent of univers ity university cannot confuse defacilities, except those which velopment with indoctrination,
relate to his study of law. His participation
with manpulaconcern with university dee- tion, and expect a
person
son - making merely reflects trained in critical thought to
the university's unwilljngness accept. The student need only
to make any decisions for him. examine Napoleon's system of
Undergraduate schools do non - represented government
not benefit from such laissez- to evaluate the political posifa ire policies. They boast large tion of his student govt:Tnment.
progr-ams of extra-curricular A quick iutake of Socra tes '
activities to develop qualities "Apology" sjwuld" provide him
of citizenship. They strive to an incentive for honest expresuphold the moral standards of sion. And then there's t h a t
those enrolled. They may re- messy business of civil rightso
Therefore, the administrator
quire that a student live in a
college dorm, eat in a college must adjust. If he wants the
dining hall, and obey a long American campus to become a
list of college rules reprinted laboratory for the "leaders of
in a college handbook or tack- tomorrow," he must create a
ed on a college wall. They campus community in which
may hire psychologists, spe- qualities of leadership can be
developed - one which guarcial counselors, admin istrators
antees that a student opinion
of extra - curricular activities, has some chance of implemeneven social directors. By their tation and which enables a stuown admission, classroom edu- dent politico to work in t h e
"real world" with the univercation is only one part of their
sity's blessings. Otherwise, the
relationship to the student.
administrator
will discover
When an undergraduate ac- that the student has learned
cepts this premise, however, hi~ lessons too well.
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Review:

Sorry Charlie,
The Cat Strikes Out!
by Dav id Wald

"Dral! The Cal!" has laught me something; never to laugh at
my Aunt Mala Prop again! Auntie, bless her heart, is a theatre
enthusiast from thP word "go" (or, more correctly, "show.") She
speaks with great authority on such shows as-and I quote"Funny Face," "GoldEn Joy," and "The Roar of the Greasepaint,
The Smell of Your Feet." Being a bit of a critic, my aunt, ing "Sorry Charlie, The C a t
upon seeing "Hello Dolly," ex- Strikes Again," in their place.
plained, "No, I didn't like it.
Lesley Ann Warren and ElI kept waiting for Louis Arm- liott Gould head the cast. Both
strong to come out and s ing." performers suffer from p o o r
(I muffled a haughty 1 u u g h)
material and unharnessed talLast night I took over for my ent. Plagued with such lines
aunt by entering the Martin as, "You 're an exceptionally
Beck Theater hoping to hear nice person, Alice," and " I disBarbra Streisand sing "He like you. I dislike you v e r y
Touched Me." Well, Barbra much," one cannot be too
wasn't there (I guess she's harsh on the company. Miss
still in "Funl)Y Face,") but Warren and Mr. Gould might
her spouse, Elliott Gould, was. be wise to invest in a good
I looked at my playbill, found voice coach, for the combinathat Mr. Gould would be sing- tion of nasal whine and piercing "She Touched Me," a n d
(Continued on page 7)
settled back to witness an evening that wallowed in disappointment.
"Drat!," billed as a musical spoof, is set in New York
City during the latter part of
the 19th Century and concerns
a determined young policeman
(promoted to acting detective)
assigned to capture a notoriDirector-Zella J . Oliver Fry,
English department, N .S.C.
ous jewel thief who sleals diamonds a nd leaves notes read-

Theatre Guild
ToPerformAt
PTA Congress
The Theatre Guild's touring
players will perform at the
Congress of P a r e n t s and
Teachers Annual Convention
in Atlantic City on Thursday,
October 28. They will present
several performances of "Hello and Goodbye," and "Plays
for Living" production, followed by a discussion with the
audience. These plays are produced on many campuses in
the United States by an organization sponsored by Katherine Cornell.
Newark State's Th e a t r e
Guild has played at 1 o c a 1
P .T.A.'s and clubs throughout
the state for over eight years.
This is its third appearance at
the P.T.A.'s State Convention.
This year's cast is as follows:
Speaki ng P a rts

Chairman - Virginia Daire,
sophomore, general elementary
Stage Manager - P e t e r
Pearce, junior, English
A Child's Voice - Jea nne Medoff, sophomore, early childhood
Harry - David Wald, senior,
general elementary
Ethel - Marilyn Riley, sophomore, general elementary
Steve - Norman Reilly, sophomore, math
Mary - Carol Strenkowski,
sophomore, general elementary.
Staging and Sound Technician - Ted Kuhar, senior, general elementary

Date By IBM
Proves To Be
"Interesting"

Over 1400 stude nts attended
the I.B .M. Mixer, co-sponsored
by Newark College of Engineering and Newark State College, on Saturday night, October 16. Dates for the evening
were paired according to questionnaires liJled out by parti-

cipants and processed by computer.

The entire College Center
was open for the mixer. Couples danced to the m usic of the
Bad Boys in the Ma in Dining
R oom. Other activities were
folksinging in the Hex R oom,
card playing in the Faculty
Dining R oom, a judo demonstration by NCE students and
movies in the Little Theatre.
A hayride which h ad b e e n
scheduled was cancelled due
to insurance difficulties.
An Exchange Booth took
care of complaints or incompatibility between couples.

Profits from the mixer were
split between the senior class( Contin ue d on P age 6)

Nudism, Topic
Of Humanist
Club Lecture
Philosophy Stressed
"Nudism, Its Philosophy and
Organization" will be the topic of a lecture and film, sponsored by the Humanist Club of
Newark State, on Friday, October 22, 5:00 p.m. in the Little
Theater.
"Bob"
a representative of
the American Association will
be
the principal
speaker.
"Bob" appeared as guest of
the Humanist Club last years.
Huma nist Association members will be admitted free. A
twenty-five cent donation is requested from all others attending.
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Spring Festival
Marks Dedication
Of Auditorium
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FOOTNOTES

Berlin WallNewark State
B Y MIKE LUS SEN

March 20 -April 3

I have friends in both dormitories on this campus. Occasionally, I visit them in pursuit of chess games, sing-along sessions and
A Spring Festival, commem"L.S .D." parties. Let me relate to you an incident which occurorating the dedication of the
red last week when I attempted to make such a pilgrimage. It was:
new auditorium, is planned for
about 7 :30 and it was raining. I a pproached the lane which leads
a two week period, beginning
past the college center going toward the dormitories. Peering
Sunday, March , 20 through
through my rain splattered windshield, I noted that the "officer ..
Sunday, April 3. The auditorin charge was motioning for me to pull over.
ium is to be dedicated on eith"Sorry, buddy, but you '11 - - - - - - - - - - - -- er Sunday, March 20 or Mon- have to use the oulcr parking back and running over t h e
day, March 21.
lot."
"rent-a-cop" - twice for good
measure. No, that would be
Miss Katherine Cornell, one
"But, officer," quoth I, " I'm anti - social. I thought of going
of the first ladies of the theater, will appear as one of the going to the dormitories, it's to Malone's, getting roaring
disti nguished and well - known raining, and I have a pile of drunk, after which I would repersonalities invited to be a s tuff with me." I gave him turn and run over the ! ? • &ff5
sincere, pleading look "rent-a-cop." Unfeasable; theypart of the Spring F estival. my
Miss Cornell will introduce the which I have been practicing would certainly get me f o r
for years in case of problems reckless driving. It was then I
H eritage Theater and t h e i r
such
as these. Nothing. realized there was only o n e
performance of "No Time For
The "rent-a-cop" stated back, thing to do - c limb the fen ce.
Comedy" on March 31.
Arnold Moss, hailed as one a non-sympathetic mass of im- paraphernalia over the cursed
barrier. An epic struggle was
of the most versatile and tal- movable granite, "Sorry, kid,
ented actors of our t ime, will but I got my orders. If I see then underway as I forced m)'
present "The Seven A g e s of your car back there, I 'll have six foot three inch frame up ovMan" on Tuesday, March 22. to give you a ticket." I con- er that chicken wire abomina•
Mr. Moss will speak as guest sidered briefly the idea o f tion.
This is a very interesting
of the Townsend Lectu re Ser- running him over, then d i s missed it, since this would fence. It is specfically designed
ies.
probably result in probation.
with a gate which is kept padVirgil Fox will entertain the
The "rent-a-cop" continued locked. It is further constructpublic with organ music on
March 23. On March 24, Ed- his inspired soliloquy: " Y o u ed so that anyone attempting
ward Villelle will present a could always drive around to to climb it may easily slip.
As I straddled the top and
modern dance concert and the back of the dorms, through
Monmouth Road, pa rk y o u r noticed the sharp edges, I
symposium.
A folk concert is scheduled car on the street, and enter realized that if I slipped at
for March 25, and the Newark from the rear." I thanked him this point, my clothing would
State Theatre Guild will per- and left. Although the idea of be ruined , or I would be ruinform on the 26. Plans are ten- trudging through mud and wet ed, which could be a painful.
tative for events on March 27. grass did not particularly ap- rather crushing experience in•
The 28 of March is at present peal to me, I reasoned that deed.
Finally, I scaled the top of
an open date. The Union Coun- this was the best course of acty Orchestra will perform on tion under the circumstances. the fence safely, trench coat
True, the dorm parkin g lot had and all. A. feeling of triumph
the evening of March 29.
swept over me. I saw myself a.!<
been c loaed, but I could, in tact
Mrs. Zella Fry, advisor to
the Theatre Guild, is investi- park my vehicle on the street, a dashing James Bond image
gating the prospects of ar- and avoid the walk across our who had just outsmartEd his
ranging a performance for somewhat l arge campus. I eas- arch-enemies, SPECTRE (SoPerverse
Executives
March 30 with the aid of the ed my machine over the cially
American National Theater side of the road. I took my gui- who Calculate To Restrict Evtar , my banjo, and a William eryone).
Association.
W h e n I reached the resi•
Plans are presently being Goldman novel and a imed mymade for a name program on self in the direction of the resi- dence halls, I learned certain
facts. First, the fence doesn' t
April 1. A suggestion for dence halls.
A fence; a huge looming bar- really stop anyone. Dorm res•
April 2 is to have a guest conductor lead an orchestra com- ricade; ah, but there must be idents have made fence scaling
posed of students from schools a gate for pedestrians? There into a sport, and may apply to
Second,
was! It was securely p a d - M.A.A. f o r funds.
in the area.
locked. I considered g o i n g St. Gimevieve's Church is
(Continued on P ag e 4 )
down the block from the fence.
On Sunday the gate is suppos•
ed to be left open so that the
resident students, the girls in
particular, can make it t o
by John McPar tland
church easily, without walking
and George Morre ll
an extra mile. Usually the
In reference to the article of 2 issues ago, we should like to fence remains padlocked anypoint out that:
way. Perhaps someone hopes
(1) Atoms are not considered the tiniest particles on earth.
that a divine power will part
As far back as '57 a list of 30 s ub-atomic particles were known.
this barrier much like the Red
These included 16 baryons and anti-baryons, 7 mesons, 6 leptons Sea of biblical times.
and anti-leptons, and the photon. Since then, another 60 or 70 sub
(Continued on page 7)
atomic objects have been discovered. The belief that the atom is
the tiniest of all partricles is
of the strong interaction, is the
analogous to the Ptolemaic
weak interaction. This "force"
scheme of epicycles forr degoverns decay of certain radioscribing the motion of the
active nuclei. The fourth and
planets.
weake;,t
force
is
gravify,
(2) Has anyone actually stop_
which has only about 10 - 39'
ped to consider what a force
of the strength of the interac:is? I n present day physics,
tion. It produces large scale ef-·the concept of force and inter- fects because it is always at- _L,_,..,_-i"':---1
action is used interchanget ractive a nd operates at long
ably. The strong, or nuclear
range.
force, is the most powerful of
(3) Concerning the concept
the four basic interactions. The
strong interaction is limited to that all atoms (sub a t o m i c
a short range (about 10 - 13 particles) are attached sooner
or later, let us point out that
centimeters). The next force
in order of strength is the elec- the basic forces can do more
tromagnetic force which is than bind particles together ,
about one percent as powerful e.g. when two particles collide
as the strong force. The elec- and go off in different directromagnetic force binds elec- tions, (the phenomenon called
trons to the positively charged scattering) an interaction is innucleus to form atoms. Next in volved. If a particle is moving
order,with only about one hun- with enough energy before
( Continued on pag e 4)
dred-trillionth of the strength
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Let Me Entertain You
by D a v id Wald

Does the name Sheila Hancock ring a bell? No, I didn't think it
would. However, I'll bet bells galore will ring for Miss Hancock
when this season's theatre awards are presented, for Sheila Hancock stars in the new comedy, ENTERTAINING MR. SLOANE,
which opened at tpe L yceum Theatre on Tuesday, October 12.
The pl ot of "Sloane" is foreshadowed early in the f i r s t
act when Mr. Sloane proclaims, " I like a good workout now and then." (The understatement of the evening!)
Little does he know how involved he'll get when he decides to board with a n eccentric family in London. In the
six month pedod represented
in three acts, Mr. Sloane (a
wayward orphan) has m u c h
opportunity to " interact" with
bis newly adopted
family.
Kemp, master of the h o u s e,
recognizes Sloane as his boss'
murderer. K emp's son and
daughter, Ed and K ath, both
vie for Sloane's affections.
Kath is
impregnated
by
Sloane, Sloane kills Kemp, and
Ed wins in the end. Perhaps
the evening might have been
more aptly called BEING ENT E RT A I N E D BY MR.
SLOANE.
The cast is composed of four
players. Dudley Sutton in the
title role has a n ingratiating
warmth and delights the audience as he connives
and
squirms his way out of any situation. George Turner as
Kemp plays his first scene in
the style of burlesque, but
warms up and becomes more
believable as the evening progresses. Lee Montague as Ed,
the homosexual brother, handles his difficu lt role with skill
and authority. Have I forgott en anyon e? Ah yes, "Whatshername."

Modern Dance
Group Selects
New Members
The Modern Dance Club held
auditions to select new members on Monday evening, October 11. Miss Gay H auck, president, announced that the !ollowing students h ave been accepted: Judy Buehler, '68; Anita Cecera, '67; Denise Flynn,
'68; R ita Gutkind, '69; Valerie
Halasiewercz, '68;
J eanette
H enderson, '69; Andi Krich ,
'69; Barbara Levy, '68; Ruby
Miller, '69; and June P anella,
'69.
Present members of the
Dance Club are : Camille Brancaccio, Vice-President, Linda
Davis, Secretary; Nan R odino,
Treasurer; J udy Apter, Historian; Louise Intelisano, P a t
Packard, Lillia n Walker , Libby Schoenewolf, Alyce Toffey,
Tracy Widman, Linda Lensky,
Al Amodio and Clint Miller.
Various programs of the
Dance Club schedul ed for the
year include: A children's program to b e performed at the
Lab School, a Spring Concert,
participation in the dedication
of the new Auditorium, the
New Jersey State College
Dance Symposium, and lecture
-demonstrations at v a r i o u s
h igh schools in the area.

SHEILA HANCOCK is a
comic smash. Possessing an
indescribable voice, the actress make~ love to every word
she utters. Each is embraced,
fondled and caressed before
being released for the audi.e nce 's ears. Feigning crocodile
tears, Kath could melt a n y
heart as she threatens, " I shall
cry! " Miss Hancock is an actress who knows how to "sell
a line." As sh e tells Mr. Sloane
about her past she covers up
by remembering fondly that
she "had an upbringing a nun
would envy." Upon discovering t hat ·h er "dear dadda" is
"as dead as fourteen dodos,"
she moans, "Will I have to
send his pension book in?"
Later she adds, " I've put on
weight since we buried mamma, I'll never get into my
black." Sheila Hancock, I love
you!
Alan Schneider's ingenious
directorial know-how is evident in the lively pace maintained throughout the evening.
J oe Orton's ENTERTAINING MR. SLOANE is to the
mores of Londoners as Evelyn
Waugh's THE LOVED ONE is
to fu nerals: brilliant, biting,
and oh so funny!

I. B. M.
Continued from page 3

es of NCE a nd NSC. Recommendation has been made for
the NSC profits to be allotted
to the fettered fund for t h e
Student Union.
R epresentatives from "Mademoiselle"
a nd "Playboy"
magazines were present to
view the proceedings.
Newark State students w h o
worked on the mixer include
Pat Carney, Tom Coyle, Richard Davidson, Bill Gargiles,
Sandi Kobus, Judy Matthews,
Genny Rappa, Ray Torella and
Carol Walker.

Coming:
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Cuhural Events
Encouraged By
New Committe-e

THE LINE
by Timlynn B abifsky
and Bonnie H andleman

By at least Christmas of their freshman year, almost every
NSC girl has been to at least one fraternity party. Most times,
the parties visited are held at one of the surrounding college
campuses, which in most cases, are not co-ed schools.
Here, (at NCE, Rutgers, Seton HaJl, etc.), the sight of a girl's
face,
figure, etc., is a m o r e
The establishment of policies
English Leather - all are perto encourage cultural events than welcome change as we
meated throughout with that
invade
an
all
male
population.
for the college community and
most intoxicating aroma of the
for the surrounding neighborAfter taking several hours to male pesonality - BEER !!
hood is one of the basic re- prepare ourselves with fragAt the entrance of the frat
sponsibilities of the Cultural rant oils, champagne baths, CO·
house you will inevitably be
Events Committee, newly for- conut oil, hair spray and the
greeted by some members of
med this year.
latest styles (from 2 Guys, of
The
following
quotations
course), we are ready to face were
taken verbatim from
This
faculty
committee,
a male world. At this point, the Handy Lines :to U se w i :th
chaired by Dr. Robert Allen
epitome
of all that embodies Young Naive Girls, a book
of the Education Department,
that facet of the female imag- published annually and d ,i s has been asked to make poliination called WOMANHOOD, tributed to all members of colcy suggestions for most efficsteps forth to capture t h e lege fraternities.
ient and beneficial operation
mind and heart of some ex"Hi, Babe, how 'bout a beer!"
and utililization of the college's
pecting male.
beer!"
facilities for cultural events.
"You go to NSC - I'll have
Development of closer college
Beware girls! The boys have
and community cuitural t i e s been preparing too! We may to visit there more often."
" I wish more nice girls like
will also be a concern of this take hours to prepare ourcommittee.
selves for a frat party - but you would come to our f r a t
house - let's go upstairs."
Suggestions and recommen- the boys have taken months.
" I don't drink - that's only
dations of the committee will
Atmos phere that's t h e coke."
be submitted to President Eu- prime ingredient in a male's
"You are surprisingly adult
gene Wilkins for further con- DOMAIN. Soft lights, romants ideration. To date no recom- ic music, wood paneled walls, for your age."
" I' ve never met a girl like
mendations have been made.
soft couches, the smell o f
you before - you are unique."
"You like art? I have a lovely collection of Van Gogh's at
my apartment."
" Don't you trust me?"
b y George Morrell
"Did anybody ever tell you,
P erhaps with all the talk of mushroom poisoning and the like, you have the most beautiful
it would be fitting to begin this series of articles with a short dis- eyes."
cussion of the various forms of mushrooms and the actual poison"Can I have your address?
ing process.
I'll write - honest."
" Gee, brains and beauty all
The mushrooms are extensively us'e d as articles of diet, esp€-c- in one spot."
ially in old European countries
"You see, I have this deep
and such use would be of lit- mily Agaricaceae, and it is obtle concern were it not for the viously impossible for the am- psychological problem. Maybe
fact that a few of the species ateur to know them all. It is, you can help me. "
are deadly poisonous. The however, comparatively easy
"You re much too good ior
most widely cultivated edible to recognize the common field a place like this.''
" I 'll call you."
species, the common field mushroom with its pink gills.
mushroom (Agaricus com pes - To these could be added the
After hearing a variety of
:tris), as well as the genus
various species of inkycap these lines, a girl will be able
Amanita, containing the most
(Coprinus), which are ch arac- to distinguish between t h e
deadly poisonous species, be- terized by having gills which male animaJ and the animal
long to the same family ( A ga- deliquesce into a n inky fluid. male. GOOD LUCK!!!
ricaceae ).
The oyster fungus ( Pleuco:tus
os:trestus) is characteristic beThe various tests which have cause of its occurrence on rotbeen s uggested, such as t h e ten logs and its attached
silver spoon test, whereby poi- 'stem', giving the fruiting bo(Continued from page 1)
sonous mushrooms may be dy the appearance of an oyThe freshmen were informeasily detected, are worthless. ster. With the edible mushThe only safe rule to follow is rooms can be added the truf- ed of the functions of the stuto know the individual species fles, and underg round fungi, dent organization by Al Reand learn to distinguish t h e which are collected in Europe cord, Council President.
good from the bad. There are by the aid of trained pigs and
It was following this first
hundreds of species of the fa- dogs.
general session that the audience broke into smaller groups
As for the actual poisoning
according to which office each
process, certain species of person was interested in.
mushrooms such as the A•ma- These meetings were conductni:ta muscaria, which contains ed by present Council Executhe toxic alkaloid muscarine, tive Board members and class
and Almani:ta phalloides, which officers.
contain phalloidin or other toxSeminars on various camins, can bring on the poison- pus issues were led by Joe Haing symptoms within a few suly (Hazing and Orientation),
minutes to a few days aft,er in- Barry Metzger of Princeton
gestion
S u ch
symptoms, University (National Student
among others, consist of dehy- Association), Carol Rampell of
dration and extreme thirst. A D~uglas College (Committee
remission of symptoms m a y on- Undergraduate Education),
occur, but the eventual morta- and~l Record (Student Govlity rate is about 50 percent.
ernment), and Paul MinarI n conclusion, two b a s i c chenk o (Academic Freedom
and Role of a Student).
points should be brought up:
The election rules were ex( 1) individuals differ in their
plained at the end of the proreactions to c e r t a i n mush- gram. These rules can be obrooms, and it is therefore w ise tained from the office of the
to eat only a small amount of student organization with the
a mushroom for the first time, petition for office. All petitions
even if it is declared edible ; must be submitted by October
20 at 5:00.
and (2) regardless of the methPaul Minarchenko, editor od of identification you use,
in - chief of the INDEPENyou should secure professional DENT, instructed all those asaid in definite identification of piring to office to submit a picthe species in question, or ture of themselves and a stateleave the wild mushroom alone ment to the newspaper office
altogether.
by Friday, Octob€T 22.

Community Involvement

SCIENCE ON THE CAMPUS

Oct. 26, 8 p.m.

HUGHES -

0,;:tober. 21. l 96~

Oct. 29, 7 p.m.

- Little Theatre -

Orientation
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Dr. Arnold Rice Predicts
Decline of Ku Klux Klan
by Bobbi Kowalski

On Wednesday evening, October 13, 1965, the College Center
Board presented a lecture on the Ku Klux Klan, by Dr. Arnold
Rice of the History department in Sloane Lounge. Dr. Rice, who
has had a book published about the Klan, touched on some of the
topics which are discussed in his book.
At the opening of his lecture,
would discuss: 1. Membership,
2. I deology, 3. Methods, 4. Why
the Klan declined and 5. the
future of the Klan.
In the "heyday" of the Klan,
Dr. Rice stated, "respectable"
people, such as doctors, lawyers, ministers and merchants,
were members. Joining the
Klan would often facilitate
them economically and socially. The community would follow their example, and so the
Klan was established.
The Klan also attracted ruffians and bigots, as Dr. Rice
called them. The terrorism in
the Klan 's tactics attracted the
ruffians. The prejudices of the
Klan attracted the bigots.
T he Klan was founded as a
memorial to the Reconstruction Klan of the Post - Civil
War Period. Dr. Rice explained that, in the South, where
the Klan originated, it was anti-Negro. As the Klan expanded, it adopted the prejudices
of the areas it touched. Soon
it was anti-Catholic, anti-Semitic, anti-foreign-born. To be a
Klansman one had to be a
male
nativeborn American
Protestant.

D r. Rice outlined the topics he
Dr. Rice stated many reasons for the decline of the Klan
such as the Supreme Court decision of 1954, the 1962 Civil
Rights Bill and the 1965 Voting Bill. He pointed out that
while in the 20's the Klansmen
number ed as many as 4½
million, there are now only 35,000, all of whom live below
the Mason-Dixon Line.
Dr. Ri ce sees further decline
in the futur e. One of tl)e reasons he cited was lack of unity. Another was the fact that
"respectable" people no longer want to be associated with
the Klan.

(Continue d from page 3)

The program for the Festival is developing through a faculty committee under the direction of Mr. Jack P 1 a t t ,
Chairman of the Music Department at Newark State. According to Mr. Platt, efforts
will be made to include the
surrounding neighborhoods in
the Spring Festival, as well as
the college community.
T he possibility of fettering
the proceeds received from the
public, either by coll ection or
admission charge, toward payment of the organ which is being purchased for the auditorium, is being examined.
Workshops for instruction
for most benefi cial ligh ting
and sound effects of the new
facilities are scheduled.
The auditoriu m will be completed in late December. It will
become the property of Newark State College at th is time.
At present, the college must
get special permission to hold
a ny events there.
Seat s have not been installed as yet. The college m ust
rent chairs with each event it
schedules until the seats are
compieted. This was done for
the " In White Amer ica" performance held on Th ursd ay,
October 7.

SCATE Representatives Attend
Conference On Disadvantaged Child
On Saturday, Octob€T 9th, three members of SCATE attendel the NJEA conference in T renton.
They were Carol Vitiello, Gerri Jachim and Arlene Kasmer.
The theme of this y€'ar's conference was focused on the disadvantaged child. Discussion groups,
l~d by college professors, social workers and leaders in the civil rights movement, ranged from planning a pre-school nurs€'ry program for disadvantaged children to the establishment of classes for
adult illiterates.
problems involved in the diffiThe Senator stated that he
Dr. Deborah Wolfe, former
culty of finding people to teach believed scholarships and stueducation chief for the U.S. in th ese so called depressed
dent loans are economic inHouse Education and Labor areas.
vestments.
Statistically, the
Committee, opened the conferThe child may not have the college graduate earns more
ence by referring to the d isadvantaged child as the "dis- opportunity to visit museums, money in his life time than the
zoos, farm s, theatres or other high school graduate. Educataffected" ' child. I n her speech,
places
which would help him ing people so that they can beDr. Wolfe stated that color
means restriction." A c h i l d to become more aware of life. came self-sufficient is the only
knows where he stands social- However, the lack of opportu- way to insure an ever expandly and economically. He knows nities does not affect learning ing economy. And if we do not
where the good schools are lo- capacity. The apathetic stu- provide for our expanding ecocated and he also knows who dent is often the unmotivated nomy, the results can only
goes to them. If he lives in a student and not the incapable lead to gr eater unrest, ever inpoor area, he is cognizant of student. This is not due to limi- creasing poverty pockets a n d
the type of school that he must ted "cultural" opportunities. It more social isolation. All of
is due to limited teaching ability. these possibilities are contrary
attend - and the two schools
Senator Way ne Morse of Or- to America's belief in man.
are not the same in quality.
egon highlighted the program
A central idea expressed by discussing the role of the
throughout the conference was teacher in forming new legist h a t
the
underprivileged lation which would improve
youngster is often subjected to our educational system.
prejudice in the classroom.
Unfortunately, many teachers
are of the opinion that if a
child comes from a poor econ omic environmen t, he w i 11
not have the capacity to learn.
WRA Square D ance, M a i n
This feeling among s'Ome
teacher s is one of the basic Dinin g Room, 7:30 p.m., Friday, October 22.

13-1 Student
F'aculty Ratio
Cited By Day

ercised ter,-orism.

Spring Festival

October 21. 1965

Notices

The Klan's main method of
enforcin g its influence was terrorism. Dr. Rice cited so m e
examples which illus trated ihe
extent to which the K lan exAnother method of exerting
the Klan 's influence was charitable enterprise. The y subscribe to the old adage, " You
can' t bite the hand that feeds
you."

INDEPENDENT

Dr. Arnold S . Rice

Dr. Rice 's lecture was followed by a question and answer period. I n one answer
Dr. Rice stated that the House
on Un-American Activities is
planning a hearing on the operations of the Klan . He feels
that this action will forward
the decline of the Klan.

Revisited
Continued from page 3

striking a particle at rest, a
new particle can be created in
the collision. T his, in fact, is
a process by which particle accelerating machines have created the scores of new particles. Thus, the basic forces are
interactions that can scatter,
create, annihilate, and transform particles.
( 4) Concerning the experience of observin g atoms in action, let us point out that no
one in actuality has s e e n an
atom. There is, however, an
experiment in the PSSC lab
guide, No. IV-'10, in which the
exper imen ter may see actual
electrons (sub atomic particles) focused upon a 6AF6
elect ron ray tube, and actually
calculate the mass of this elect r on . T his is done i n Sci. 292
at NSC.
In conclusion , we would s u ggest th at you l ook more deeply into a s ubj ect with w h i ch
fam iliarity is not an everyday
occurrence.

According to statistics supplied by Mr. J ames D ay, Informational Services Director,
Newark State College is at this
time employing more t h a n
two hundred and fifty members
of faculty of which s ixty are
new to the campus. This figure fluctuates from semester
to semester , but leaves of absence a e not counted in this
total. Of this two hundred and
fifty, the non-teachers include
fourteen who are employed by
t h e Administration Depart_
ment; twenty-eight who are
assistants to the administration
a nd twelve campus school teachers. This figure also includes
two sabbaticals who are teaching just one semester, therefore adding one full year teach_
er. These totals bring the ratio of thirteen students to each
teaching faculty member.
The departments which r e ceived new members were:
The Special Education Department, the Heal th and Physical
Education Department, and the
History a nd Social Science Department each receivin g four
new members, the F ine and
Industrial Arts Department obtained six new members, the
Science Department secured
the services of seven new
members, the English Department acq uired nine new members, and the Education and
the Administration Department
each received ten members.
Department, Campus School,
and Library Department a c quired a total of nine n e w
members among t hem.
T hree retirements and s i x teen resignations total the nineteen faculty members who left
l ast year.

* * *

Student-Faculty Coffee Hour
Little Gallery in the Colleg;
Center, Friday, October 22, 9 :30 to 10:45 a.m. Attractions include free coffee and danish,
pleasant surroundings,
students and facul ty with whom
to chat.

*

* *

Sunday Night at the Movies " Bye B ye Birdie" Sunday, October 24, 7 :30 p .m., Litt 1 e
Theate r.

* * *
Edith Resnick and Julie
Hurd announce that t h e i r
dance technique classes (Monday, 1 p.m., Gym A, and
Thursday, 11 a.m. , Gym C) ar.e
open to interested fa culty and
staff members. No experience
required.

W RITE TO
ENGLAN D
if you would like a neat heraldic
shield bearing the arms or badge
of your un iversity o r college.
These 7" x 6" wall plaques cost
no more than $9.00 each ppd.
Dignified, life-lo ng souvenirs,
from top British craftsmen and
most flattering of personal gifts.
Each plaque you desire is immaculately emblazoned for you by
hand for inter ior decor. Send
check direct to England with
your instructions.

Wholesale enquiries welcomed

York Insignia Limited
YORK, ENGLAND

VfHLE.
111EY
LAZt...
Mon. 8c Tues.
9:00 A. M.-8:00 P . M.
Wed., Thurs. 8c F,Ti.
9:00 A. M.--5:00 P . M.

Specials on
Supplies
&

Clothing

Stop In
And

See Us

-

-E4"'J>._ __•

Book & Supply Store
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HAVE YOU
Bought Your Tickets For Fall Week-end?

NOW ON SALE
INFORMATION and SERVICES DESK
Telephone: 289-4500 &t. 284

"Week-end In

SHANGRI -LA"
October 29, 30, 31, 1965
FRIDAY EVENING
PEP RALLY AND BO

FIRE

8-9 P.M. D' Angola Field

DRAGO A NY
Featuring the Grymes Hill Singers

9-11 P .M. Little Theatre

SATURDAY
SOCCER GAME-

SC VS. JERSEY CITY STATE
10 A.M.

ORIENTAL KITE CONTEST
During Half Time for Greeks Only

SEMI FORMAL DANCE
Featuring Ray Block and Orchestra 9 P.M. to l A.M.-College Center

SUNDAY EVENING
NAME PROGRAM
Featuring Comedian Billy Kelly with the F-ireside Trio and
Bitter End Singers
-~
7:30 to 10:30 P.M.-D'Angola Gy,u:i

Ticket Book for complete Week-end-

$4.00 per person
Tickets for individual events:

Friday-$.75
Saturday evenng $1.75

...

r.,

Sunday evenng $2.50

